2008 chevy hhr lt

For cheap and good this is the real deal. First of all this is my second HHR. I bought the first off
the assembly line. I never had a single problem with it until , and even then the problem was
easy to solve. I must preface this by saying my husband is a great mechanic. We maintain every
car we own as a 10 out of Many of the bad reviews I see here I think are caused by people
beating their cars into the ground and reselling them as junk. Seriously people, don't buy a
used car until you've done your research, test drove it and had a mechanic check it out. And
buying from a back lot small time dealer is a real roll of the dice and you'll pay much more for a
car from a factory type dealer. My I finally sold at , just because I didn't want to have anything
happen out on the rural roads in Minnesota's winter weather. You must replace newer car's
batteries every 3 years. If you do not, cars today are so electronically generated from the
computerization to lights, sensors etc. The cargo room in this car is better than any other its
size and MPG. My son can get two bass bins and music gear galore in it no problem.. I use to
get ladders and dressers and beds in mine!!!! Its the best for this. Also I have three family
members over 6 feet tall and they fit comfortably in the vehicle.. Also the inside car handles are
cheap plastic and wear out. My drivers side simply broke in two but one, You Tube video later
and a replacement part at NAPA, and it was fixed at home. Now my son graduated from college.
We bought him a HHR used 91, miles on it. Believe me it took weeks and a 7 hour road trip to
buy the right one. There were tons out there but over priced, poorly maintained, a real crap
shoot if you don't know what you are doing. I was very surprised how people just out and out
try to deceive you about vehicles. I am so glad I have a reliable person to check things over
before purchase. Our has the 2. The guy we bought it from even did the , maintenance on it all
ready with the high end platinum plugs. New front tires-smooth ride and we really kicked the
tires on this HHR before we bought it and drove it 7 hours straight to get it home. And the
person who said they could have gotten a VW-good luck with that and buying used. I had VWs
for years. If you do not do the routine maintain on them at a rep. A used one maintained is hard
to find. The had a small flaw in design where they took the fuel line and routed it close to the
exhaust and wrapped the fuel line close to the exhaust with heat shielding that absorbed water
Again another You Tube video later, replaced that length of fuel line with a piece that included a
rust preventative make sure you get compression fittings due to fuel injected vehicle- for some
reason O"REILLY employees didn't know this- don't rely on store employees. We did put the
heat shielding back on but open so the moisture can escape. Also again, as with the , there
seem to be glitchy things with the mother boards and electrically system just randomly deciding
to do finicky things. Being a seasoned HHR owner, we pulled the battery which reset the
electronics and when we put it back in, trouble free. Got to make sure you have a good newer
battery. They stink It also can be an expensive fix. AND mechanics charge you a fortune and
rarely get to the real problem-it's a crap shoot Glad it hasn't been on this HHR yet! We bought
this car after our first child was born. We bought it used with 25K miles on it and save a bunch
of money than buying it new. It was great at first, but then all sorts of issues started popping up.
The rotors have needed replaced 3 different times due to grinding. The CD player stopped
working for some reason, but the dealership replaced it for free. The drivers side lock always
sticks and I've gotten locked out of my car before with my children in the car because the key
fobs also are cheaply made and don't work properly. The newest issue is that the Passlock
feature is malfunctioning due to a microchip error in the ignition!!! Trading in for something
else. This was my 1st new car ever. I always liked the look of classic cars and this car caught
my eye. I bought this car during the gas price boom and it didn't disappoint me. Average MPG
The car does have some squeaks and problems, but still a good car. Dealership has taken care
of all my concerns. Back seats lower and can haul a lot of stuff as long as its not filthy dirty.
Usually drive with the back seats folded down. Use to haul lots of items for work and play. Made
a carpet for the folded down area and use plastic if hauling something that's dirty. It fits quickly
into the hidden storage. Great in the winter I have oversize tires on alloy wheels. Had a problem
with brake wobble but dealership took care of it. It does take me longer to get somewhere cause
everyone stops to ask me how I like my HHR Looking to buy another one. I have a few problems
with this car. First of all the rotors are always getting warped. I have replaced them several
times and still happens again. The right rear passenger window motor has gone out. None of
the tire pressure gauges work any longer. The rear seat has gotten cramped since the kids have
grown up some. But the gas mileage is great though no doubt. I have , miles and have had no
engine problems. I have noticed if I pull up to a light and I am first I have to lean forward to see
the light. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the HHR. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. Good Car but has some problems. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the HHR.
Sign Up. Recent improvements and updates have made the Chevrolet HHR a respectable choice
for a small wagon. Introduced two years ago, the Chevrolet HHR is a modern take on the

expressive, big-fendered American vehicles of the late s. Most prospective buyers wouldn't
know a '49 Suburban if it ran them over, but they will likely be drawn to the HHR's mix of
classic-car styling, everyday practicality, mainstream mechanicals and affordable sticker price.
For example, the HHR is 4 inches shorter than the compact Chevy Cobalt, yet offers almost 6
extra inches of rear legroom. And at nearly 24 cubic feet with the rear seat up, the HHR offers
one of the best luggage capacities in its class. Where the HHR suffers is in overall performance
and refinement. Its base engine struggles to sufficiently motivate the 3,pound vehicle, and the
HHR doesn't feel as responsive as its lighter and less powerful rivals when accelerating or
cornering. On the plus side, it does have a smooth and quiet ride, with a softly tuned
suspension that handily soaks up bumps and surface irregularities. Overall, the Chevrolet HHR
delivers practical and roomy transportation with retro styling that's distinctive and appealing.
But given that competitors like the Mazda 3 offer better performance and handling while the
Scion xB is more up-to-date in terms of image and features, it's a good idea to check out all
your options first before deciding on the HHR. That is, unless you want to wait for the hp SS
Turbocharged model expected later this year with high-performance suspension tuning, inch
wheels and various other goodies to sweeten the deal on this otherwise utilitarian retro-flavored
wagon. The compact, front-wheel-drive Chevrolet HHR is available as a regular four-door wagon
or a two-seat Panel variant with solid and handle-less rear doors. The regular wagon comes in
two main trim levels: LS and LT. The 1LT includes upgraded inch wheels, an eight-way power
driver seat and an enhanced MP3-compatible stereo. The sportier top-level 2LT adds a
sport-tuned suspension, inch alloy wheels, foglamps, exterior chrome accents, color-keyed
running boards, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls and a premium audio
speaker system with subwoofer. Major options for the LT include remote vehicle starting
included with the automatic transmission , leather seating with heated front seats, in-dash CD
changer, satellite radio and a sunroof. The HHR Panel van comes similarly equipped in the same
trim levels but has solid rear cargo panel doors they open via remote release , cargo floor
storage compartments and a rear amp power point for electronic equipment. Optional on the
1LT and standard on the top-level 2LT model is a 2. Both are backed by a standard five-speed
manual transmission, with a four-speed automatic optional. The engines are somewhat noisy,
and due to the HHR's heft, neither provides an abundance of thrust down low. However, the
larger 2. Front seat-mounted side airbags are not available. Traction control is included with
ABS when ordered with an automatic transmission, and is standard on all 2LT vehicles, as is
this year's new addition of stability control. In National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration testing, the HHR earned a highest possible five-star rating for occupant
protection in both front and side-impact crash tests. The Chevy HHR's strength is a smooth and
quiet ride, and it's really in its element pointed straight down the highway. When the road gets
curvy, it's best to maintain an easygoing pace, as the suspension and steering just can't keep
up with overly aggressive driving. Body motions are not well controlled, and the
electric-assisted steering is slow to respond and numb in feel. Braking is another weak area, as
the HHR exhibits a loss of straight-line stability during maximum braking. Attractive and
functional, the Chevrolet HHR's cabin has handsome bright-ringed gauges, easy-to-use audio
systems and impressive outward visibility for the regular wagon models. Less happily, the
window buttons are awkwardly mounted behind the shifter, and some of the interior plastics are
of mediocre quality. The standard cloth buckets are not as comfortable as we'd like, but the
optional leather seats are better cushioned and more supportive. Legroom is ample front and
rear owing to the HHR's voluminous layout, and the front passenger seat and rear seats fold
easily to provide a flat load surface trimmed in easily cleaned plastic. Maximum cargo capacity
is among the class leaders at 63 cubic feet. This cannot be said of all its competitors. This
competitor acts like a drug-addled co-driver who grabs the steering wheel and saws wildly if
you dare to use more than a feather's touch of throttle. What the hell are we talking about? Why
our old buddy torque steer, of course â€” that troublesome houseguest of powerful front-drive
cars. And despite a few rough edges, it's a pretty genial companion. Power to the Less Old
People With a turbocharged 2. Certainly there are moments at full whack when the steering
starts thinking about its independence. And you will feel some unwanted reticence through the
little wagon's little steering wheel. But that's it. They'll save that for the next Cobalt SS, which
will also be powered by this same 2. In fact, the company says it expects 70 percent of SS
buyers to opt for the slushbox instead of the Saab-supplied five-speed manual. Once you
combine all this with quasi-retro styling and a dramatically larger cargo hold than these
competitors, you quickly realize the HHR SS is a pretty unique proposition. That its standard
inch wheels are available only in a glinting high polish must mean something as well. Driven
The downside to the SS's relative docility is that it doesn't feel as fast as the hp Caliber, which
explodes with that characteristic turbo rush shortly before trying to steer you clear off the road.

Chevrolet estimates that the 3,pound with manual transmission SS will get to 60 mph in 6. If we
can achieve this number when we strap our test gear to the car, it will only be a tenth of a
second off the Caliber's pace. The HHR SS's standard traction and stability control system has
four settings: everything on the default mode ; traction control off; traction and stability control
off; and competitive driving mode. The competitive driving mode is accessed by two stabs at
the traction control button on the center stack, and it backs off the threshold at which the
stability control intervenes and also initiates a launch control program. At a stop with the clutch
and gas pedals fully depressed, the engine revs to 4, rpm and holds steady. Release the clutch
and the system allows some wheelspin, yet retards the engine spark to prevent overpowering
the front tires. All you need to do to make speed is keep your right foot planted. The system
works pretty well, although it isn't foolproof. Dump the clutch too quickly and the engine bogs
for a second. Ease off the pedal too gingerly and the cabin will fill with vaporized clutch lining.
The system can't tell how grippy the pavement is either, so 4, rpm is the compromise because it
covers as many situations as possible. The SS also incorporates what racers call no-lift shift, as
in don't lift off the gas while shifting. If you can retrain your right leg to stay planted, the system
works smoothly. The turbo never gets a chance to rest, so there's no waiting for the power to
come back on in your new, taller gear. Chevy reckons this system saves a bit of time on each
shift â€” something on the order of a couple flaps of a hummingbird's wings, we imagine. But
the SS's development on that most famous of test tracks does indicate Chevy's lofty goals. This
is still a tall front-driver that carries 59 percent of its weight over the front axle, so it's no
Formula Ford. But given these caveats and the pedestrian nature of its strut-type front
suspension and torsion-beam rear axle, the thing is really capable around the track. The
development team added bigger antiroll bars front and rear and stiffer springs and shocks all
around, and the SS is more willing to rotate into the corners than the vast majority of front-drive
cars. It's also genuinely fun. Driving around town or even on snaking mountain roads, the HHR
feels handy enough and seems to ride well. But despite the bigger bars, the car still rolls a fair
amount in corners. And commanded through the smaller-than-standard steering wheel, the SS
feels lively, although GM's electric-boosted unit still feels artificial and not entirely progressive.
The shift linkage for the five-speed manual transmission has also gotten a taste of the
performance pie. Its throws are shorter than the standard unit and the shift lever has been
moved forward and upward on the center console. It's not the slickest shifter, but the throws are
very short and its synchros are up to quick shifting. The tachometer, which looks smaller than
some Panerai wristwatches we've seen, is not easily read. The SS's four-wheel disc brakes are
pretty reasonable, but a Brembo brake package will be offered as an option sometime in the
spring of , which brings larger front rotors and calipers. Living the Dream Chevy has dressed up
the inside a bit with two-tone interior trim, including a startling black-and-bright-red
combination. The seats, while more supportive than the standard units, are no match for the
sweet Recaros that were originally offered on the old Cobalt SS Supercharged. We want those
back, bad. There's no hiding the HHR's proletarian origins, especially in interior materials that
are a little cheap-looking. Then there's the wind and the road noise. And could somebody
please mount a grab handle into this thing? It's not likely to be us. We'd trade the Chevy's big
cargo hold and cushier ride for the locked-down, precision feel and high-quality interior of the
Mazdaspeed 3 any day. Apparently Dodge thought that was a reasonable price for a
turbocharged hot hatch, too, since the SRT-4 starts at exactly the same number of dollars. Yet,
somehow despite their similarities in price, power and configuration, these are three vastly
different animals. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected
members of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include LT 4dr
Wagon 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Chevrolet HHR. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Lackluster handling and braking, unrefined engines, some low-grade interior plastics.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Chevrolet HHR receives minor feature updates this year. OnStar is standard

across the lineup and stability control has been added as an option. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Wonderful car, great ride, best cargo room, 32 mpg. For cheap and good this is
the real deal. First of all this is my second HHR. I bought the first off the assembly line. I never
had a single problem with it until , and even then the problem was easy to solve. I must preface
this by saying my husband is a great mechanic. We maintain every car we own as a 10 out of
Many of the bad reviews I see here I think are caused by people beating their cars into the
ground and reselling them as junk. Seriously people, don't buy a used car until you've done
your research, test drove it and had a mechanic check it out. And buying from a back lot small
time dealer is a real roll of the dice and you'll pay much more for a car from a factory type
dealer. My I finally sold at , just because I didn't want to have anything happen out on the rural
roads in Minnesota's winter weather. You must replace newer car's batteries every 3 years. If
you do not, cars today are so electronically generated from the computerization to lights,
sensors etc. The cargo room in this car is better than any other its size and MPG. My son can
get two bass bins and music gear galore in it no problem.. I use to get ladders and dressers and
beds in mine!!!! Its the best for this. Also I have three family members over 6 feet tall and they fit
comfortably in the vehicle.. Also the inside car handles are cheap plastic and wear out. My
drivers side simply broke in two but one, You Tube video later and a replacement part at NAPA,
and it was fixed at home. Now my son graduated from college. We bought him a HHR used 91,
miles on it. Believe me it took weeks and a 7 hour road trip to buy the right one. There were tons
out there but over priced, poorly maintained, a real crap shoot if you don't know what you are
doing. I was very surprised how people just out and out try to deceive you about vehicles. I am
so glad I have a reliable person to check things over before purchase. Our has the 2. The guy
we bought it from even did the , maintenance on it all ready with the high end platinum plugs.
New front tires-smooth ride and we really kicked the tires on this HHR before we bought it and
drove it 7 hours straight to get it home. And the person who said they could have gotten a
VW-good luck with that and buying used. I had VWs for years. If you do not do the routine
maintain on them at a rep. A used one maintained is hard to find. The had a small flaw in design
where they took the fuel line and routed it close to the exhaust and wrapped the fuel line close
to the exhaust with heat shielding that absorbed water Again another You Tube video later,
replaced that length of fuel line with a piece that included a rust preventative make sure you get
compression fittings due to fuel injected vehicle- for some reason O"REILLY employees didn't
know this- don't rely on store employees. We did put the heat shielding back on but open so the
moisture can escape. Also again, as with the , there seem to be glitchy things with the mother
boards and electrically system just randomly deciding to do finicky things. Being a seasoned
HHR owner, we pulled the battery which reset the electronics and when we put it back in,
trouble free. Got to make sure you have a good newer battery. They stink It also can be an
expensive fix. AND mechanics charge you a fortune and rarely get to the real problem-it's a crap
shoot Glad it hasn't been on this HHR yet! Read less. We bought this car after our first child was
born. We bought it used with 25K miles on it and save a bunch of money than buying it new. It
was great at first, but then all sorts of issues started popping up. The rotors have needed
replaced 3 different times due to grinding. The CD player stopped working for some reason, but
the dealership replaced it for free. The drivers side lock always sticks and I've gotten locked out
of my car before with my children in the car because the key fobs also are cheaply made and
don't work properly. The newest issue is that the Passlock feature is malfunctioning due to a
microchip error in the ignition!!! Trading in for something else. Good Car but has some
problems. This was my 1st new car ever. I always liked the look of classic cars and this car
caught my eye. I bought this car during the gas price boom and it didn't disappoint me. Average
MPG The car does have some squeaks and problems, but still a good car. Dealership has taken
care of all my concerns. Back seats lower and can haul a lot of stuff as long as its not filthy
dirty. Usually drive with the back seats folded down. Use to haul lots of items for work and play.
Made a carpet for the folded down area and use plastic if hauling something that's dirty. It fits
quickly into the hidden storage. Great in the winter I have oversize tires on alloy wheels. Had a
problem with brake wobble but dealership took care of it. It does take me longer to get
somewhere cause everyone stops to ask me how I like my HHR Looking to buy another one.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to
the HHR. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,

CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
03 dodge ram 1500
powerstat variable autotransformer wiring diagram
cv carb diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

